PEGASUS PICK-UP CHECKLIST (NEW STUDENTS ONLY)

** Please note: Online Registration must be complete BEFORE arrival! You will not be allowed to start the checklist until Online Registration is COMPLETE.

Each step (after step 1) must be initialed BEFORE proceeding to the next step!

**STEP 1** - (MAT LOBBY) PLEASE TAKE A NUMBER AND WAIT IN THE MAT FOR YOUR NUMBER TO BE CALLED

**STEP 2** – (Commons) ENROLLMENT VERIFICATION

**STEP 3** – (Commons) PAYMENTS

- LOCKS - $15
- PARKING $50 (Optional)
- Preferred method of payment is card or check. CHECKS MUST HAVE DL# & PHONE #.
- CASH can only be accepted if it is for the EXACT AMOUNT.

**STEP 4** – (Commons) MENTORING PROGRAM / ADVISORY BOARD GRANTS

**STEP 5** – (Commons) 2021-2022 YEARBOOKS ($55 - pay at www.jostens.com)

**STEP 6** – (Commons) PTSA

**STEP 7** – (Library) NAVIANCE/POWERSCHOOL SETUP

**STEP 8** – (Room 146/148) CONSERVATORY DIRECTOR / GUILDS

**STEP 9** – (Room 276) LAPTOP PICK-UP

- All forms, training and signatures must be completed BEFORE laptop can be picked up. See website for all info and forms.

- **CURRENT INCOMING DISD STUDENTS ONLY:**
  - If you attended a DISD school last year, and kept your chromebook over the summer, you must turn it in with your charger before you will be able to pick up a new one!

**STEP 10** – (Room 233 Bookroom) LOCKERS / TEXTBOOK PICK-UP

Turn in completed pick up checklist at Bookroom Station.